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Abstract
To process massive high-dimensional datasets, we utilize the underlying assump-
tion that data on manifold is approximately linear in suﬃciently small patches
(or neighborhoods of points) that are sampled with suﬃcient density from the
manifold. Under this assumption, each patch can be represented (up to a small
approximation error) by a tangent space of the manifold in its area and the
tangential point of this tangent space.
We extend previously obtained results[18] for the ﬁnite construction of a
linear-projection diﬀusion (LPD) super-kernel by exploring its properties when
it becomes continuous. Speciﬁcally, its inﬁnitesimal generator and the stochastic
process deﬁned by it are explored. We show that the resulting inﬁnitesimal
generator of this super-kernel converges to a natural extension of the original
diﬀusion operator from scalar functions to vector ﬁelds. This operator is shown
to be locally equivalent to a composition of linear projections between tangent
spaces and the vector-Laplacians on them. We deﬁne a LPD process by using
the LPD super-kernel as a transition operator while extending the process to be
continuous. The obtained LPD process is demonstrated on a synthetic manifold.
Keywords: Diﬀusion maps, kernel method, manifold learning, stochastic
processing, vector processing
1. Introduction
Massive high-dimensional datasets are very common nowadays in data anal-
ysis applications. Classical statistical methods cannot be applied to these
datasets due to the “curse of dimensionality” phenomenon. Recent methods
use manifolds to cope with this problem. Under this manifold assumption, a
dataset is assumed to be sampled from a Euclidean submanifold with a relatively
small intrinsic dimension. The ambient high-dimensional Euclidean space of the
manifold is deﬁned by the original parameters of the dataset. These parame-
ters are mapped via non-linear functions to low-dimensional coordinates of the
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the analyzed phenomenon.
Several methods have been suggested to provide a global coordinate system
that represents the structure of an underlying manifold of a high-dimensional
dataset. Kernel methods such as k-PCA [16, 19], Diﬀusion Maps [5] and ge-
ometric harmonics [6] have been used for this task. These methods are based
on a kernel construction that introduces the notion of similarity, proximity, or
aﬃnity between data-points. Spectral analysis of this kernel is used to obtain
an embedding of the data-points into an Euclidean space in a manner that
preserves the qualities represented by the kernel.
Kernel methods extend two classical methods that uncover linear structures
in datasets. These methods are the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [11,
10] and the Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) [7, 12]. The PCA method uses a
covariance matrix between the parameters of the analyzed datasets and projects
the data-points onto a space spanned by the most signiﬁcant eigenvectors of this
matrix. The MDS method uses the eigenvectors of a Gram matrix, which con-
tains the inner-products between the points in the analyzed dataset, to deﬁne
a mapping of data-points into an embedded space that preserves most of these
inner-products. Both methods are equivalent. They represent data-points ac-
cording to the directions in which most of the variance in the dataset is located.
Kernel methods aim at extending the essence of the MDS method by re-
placing the Gram matrix with a kernel matrix while preserving the qualities
represented by it instead of the inner-products that are preserved by the MDS
method. Some examples of these methods are LLE [17], Isomaps [23], Laplacian
eigenmaps [1], Hessian eigenmaps [8], local tangent space alignment [24, 25] and
diﬀusion maps [5]. These methods are also inspired from spectral graphs the-
ory [4]. The deﬁned kernel can be thought of as an adjacency matrix of a graph
whose vertices are the points in the dataset. The analysis of the eigenvalues
and the corresponding eigenvectors of this matrix can reveal many qualities and
connections in the graph.
A fundamental, well-based, assumption of kernel methods in general, and dif-
fusion maps in particular, is that, locally, the manifold is approximately linear in
suﬃciently small patches (or neighborhoods of points). Under this assumption,
each patch can, in fact, be represented (up to a small approximation error) by a
tangent space of the manifold in its area and the tangential point of this tangent
space. Local PCA was suggested in [20, 21] to compute an approximation of
suitable tangent spaces and their tangential points for patches that deﬁne neigh-
borhoods of points that are sampled with suﬃcient density from the manifold.
An alternative method using a multiscale PCA algorithm was suggested in [15].
Using the suggested representations, the relations between patches can be
modeled by the usual aﬃnity between tangential points and an operator that
translates vectors from one tangent space to another. The structure of the am-
bient space was utilized in [18] to deﬁne linear-projection operators between
tangent spaces and utilize them to construct a super-kernel that represents the
aﬃnity/similarity between patches. The structure of the underlying manifold
was utilized for a similar purpose in [21] to deﬁne continuous parallel transport
2operators between tangent spaces and to deﬁne such a super-kernel by using
discrete approximations of these operators. In fact, algorithmically, the ap-
proximations in [21] are achieved by orthogonalization of the linear-projection
operators in [18]. Although these constructions diﬀer by only a small mod-
iﬁcation of the construction algorithm, the resulting super-kernels have very
diﬀerent properties and diﬀerent derived theories.
The construction of a super-kernel via orthogonal transformations between
tangent spaces, which yield discrete approximations of the parallel transport
operator on the underlying manifold, was utilized in [21] to deﬁne a vector dif-
fusion map. The vector diﬀusion map is deﬁned by the constructed super-kernel
in a manner similar to the diﬀusion map, which is deﬁned by the diﬀusion ker-
nel. The inﬁnitesimal generator of the super-kernel constructed in [21] converges
to the connection-Laplacian on the manifold. A variation of this super-kernel
was also utilized in [20] to encompass information about the orientability of the
underlying manifold. When the manifold is orientable, the resulting orientable
diﬀusion map gives an orientation over the manifold (in addition to the embed-
ded coordinates). When it is not orientable, the double-cover of the manifold
can be computed using this method.
Patch-based processing is a popular approach in image processing [3, 14].
Instead of analyzing single pixels from the processed images, these methods
consider patches containing several pixels from a small area of the image. This
approach was applied to ﬁltering and denoising of images in [2, 22, 9]. How-
ever, these methods still use scalar values to describe aﬃnities, similarities or
distances between patches of the image. In [21], it was suggested to consider
orthogonal transformations used in the non-scalar aﬃnities as registration oper-
ators that obtain the optimal rotational alignment between two patches. Then,
the scalar aﬃnity used in the super-kernel will be based on the obtained opti-
mal alignment. Therefore, the resulting super-kernel encompasses information
of both the alignment and the similarity of patches and is richer than scalar-
valued kernels. In [18], the Patch-to-Tensor Embedding was utilized for image
segmentation by clustering the tensors that represent the embedded patches. In
this paper we discuss the underlying diﬀusion process of the latter method.
In addition to deﬁning the constructions of vector diﬀusion maps (VDM)
and orientable diﬀusion maps (ODM), [21, 20] utilized a local-PCA process
to approximate the tangent spaces that represent the analyzed patches on the
manifold. The bounds of these approximation are thoroughly explored there
and optimal values for the meta-parameters for this process are presented. In
this paper, we assume that these tangent spaces can be approximated, e.g., by
methods similar to the one described in [21, 20].
In this paper, we focus and extend the properties of linear-projection diﬀu-
sion (LPD) super-kernels that were presented in [18]. These LPD super-kernels
are a speciﬁc type of linear-projection super-kernels, whose spectra (i.e., eigen-
values) were shown to be non-negative. In case of LPD super-kernels, all the
eigenvalues are between zero and one. This super-kernel was utilized in [18]
to deﬁne an embedding of the patches on the manifold to a tensor space. The
Frobenius distance between the coordinate matrices of the resulting tensors can
3be seen as an extension of the original diﬀusion distance, which was deﬁned
in [5]. This extension includes both the data about the proximities of tangential
points in the diﬀusion process and the projections between the corresponding
tangent spaces that represent the patches [18].
We extend the results obtained in [18] for ﬁnite constructions of LPD super-
kernels by exploring its properties when it becomes continuous. We show that
the resulting inﬁnitesimal generator of this super-kernel converges to a natural
extension of the original diﬀusion operator from scalar functions to vector ﬁelds.
This operator is shown it be locally equivalent to a composition of linear pro-
jections between tangent spaces and the vector-Laplacians on them. We deﬁne
a Linear-Projection Diﬀusion (LPD) process by using the LPD super-kernel as
a transition operator while extending the process to be continuous.
The paper has the following structure. The manifold representation is de-
ﬁned in section 2. The original diﬀusion operator, the resulting diﬀusion map
and a natural extension of the diﬀusion operator to work on vector-ﬁelds are
presented in section 3. Section 4 describes the properties of the LPD diﬀu-
sion operator. Speciﬁcally, its inﬁnitesimal generator is explored in section 4.1
and the stochastic process deﬁned by it is described in section 4.2. Finally,
section 4.3 demonstrates the LPD process on a synthetic manifold.
2. Manifold representation
Let M⊆￿m be a d-dimensional smooth Euclidean submanifold, which
lies in the ambient space ￿m. For every point x ∈ M, the manifold M has
a d-dimensional tangent space Tx(M), which is a subspace of ￿m. Assume
o1
x,...,o d
x ∈ Tx(M)f o r mad-dimensional orthonormal basis of Tx(M). These
d vectors can also be regarded as vectors in the ambient space ￿m,t h u s ,w e
can represent them by using m coordinates by a basis of ￿m. Assume that
Ox ∈ ￿m×d is a matrix whose columns are these vectors represented by the
ambient coordinates
Ox 
⎛
⎝
|||
o1
x ··· oi
x ··· od
x
|||
⎞
⎠ x ∈ M. (2.1)
We will assume from now on that vectors in Tx(M) are expressed by their d
coordinates according to the presented basis o1
x,...,o d
x. For each vector v ∈
Tx(M), the vector ˜ v = Oxv ∈ ￿m is the same vector as v represented by m
coordinates according to the basis of the ambient space. For each vector u ∈ ￿m
in the ambient space, the vector u  = OT
x u ∈ Tx(M) is the linear projection of
u on the tangent space Tx(M).
3. Diﬀusion Maps
The original diﬀusion maps method [5, 13] can be used to analyze the geom-
etry of the manifold M. This method is based on deﬁning an isotropic kernel
4K as
k(x,y)  e−
 x−y 
ε ,x , y ∈ M,
where ε is a meta-parameter of the algorithm. This kernel represents the aﬃni-
ties between points on the manifold. Next, a degree is deﬁned for each point
x ∈Mas q(x) 
 
y∈M
k(x,y). Kernel normalization with this degree produces
a stochastic transition operator P that is deﬁned as Pf(x)=
 
f(y)p(x,y)dy
for every function f : M→￿,w h e r e
p(x,y)=
k(x,y)
q(x)
x,y ∈ M, (3.1)
which deﬁnes a Markov process (i.e., a diﬀusion process) over the points on the
manifold M.
The diﬀusion maps method computes an embedding of data points on the
manifold into an Euclidean space whose dimensionality is usually signiﬁcantly
lower than the original data dimensionality. This embedding is a result of spec-
tral analysis of the diﬀusion kernel. Thus, it is preferable to work with a sym-
metric conjugate to P, which is denoted by A and its elements are
a(x,y)=
k(x,y)
 
q(x)q(y)
=
 
q(x)p(x,y)
1
 
q(y)
x,y ∈ M. (3.2)
We will refer to A as the diﬀusion aﬃnity kernel or as the symmetric diﬀusion
kernel. The eigenvalues 1 = σ0 ≥ σ1 ≥ ... of A and their corresponding
eigenvectors ψ0,ψ 1,... are used to construct the desired map, which embeds
each data-point x ∈ M onto the point Ψ(x)=( σiψi(x))δ
i=0 for a suﬃciently
small δ, which is the dimension of the embedded space that depends on the
decay of the spectrum of A. This construction is also known as the Laplacian
of the graph constructed by the diﬀusion kernel [4].
3.1. Extended diﬀusion operator
The original diﬀusion kernel operates on scalar functions. Its extension to
vector ﬁelds, which are expressed in local coordinates, is not trivial, since the
local coordinates vary from point to point. However, in global coordinates (i.e.,
the coordinates of the ambient space ￿m), a simple extension can be deﬁned as
¯ P  ˜ ν(x)=
 
  ˜ ν(x)p(x,y)dy , (3.3)
where   ˜ ν : M→￿m is a vector ﬁeld expressed in the global coordinates of
the ambient space. The relation between a tangent vector ﬁeld   ν : M→￿d,
expressed in local coordinates and its corresponding global vector ﬁeld   ˜ ν : M→
￿m is given by   ˜ ν(x)=Ox  ν(x), x ∈M . It should be noted that the vector
ﬁeld ¯ P  ˜ ν, which results from the extended diﬀusion operator, is not necessarily
a tangent vector ﬁeld, i.e., the resulting vectors may not be tangent to the
manifold at their assigned points.
5While the operator ¯ P might not be useful by itself (since its operation does
not result in a tangent vector ﬁeld), it does allow us to extend the inﬁnitesimal
generator of the diﬀusion kernel in a meaningful way. The inﬁnitesimal generator
of the diﬀusion kernel is deﬁned by L(P)  limε→0
I−P
ε , and it is shown in [5]
that if the manifold has a uniform density, it satisﬁes L(P)=Δ ,w h e r eΔi s
the Laplace-Beltrami operator. If the density of the manifold is not uniform,
a simple correction to the diﬀusion kernel can be used to maintain the same
result. Therefore, for every function f : M→￿,
L(P)f(x)  lim
ε→0
f(x) − Pf(x)
ε
=Δ f(x).
An extension of the described inﬁnitesimal generator can be deﬁned such that
every vector ﬁeld   ˜ ν : M→￿m can be expressed in global coordinates of the
ambient space to be
L( ¯ P)  ˜ ν(x)  lim
ε→0
  ˜ ν(x) − ¯ P  ˜ ν(x)
ε
.
The vector ﬁeld   ˜ ν can be deﬁned by using m scalar functions that determine its
(global) coordinates at any point on the manifold, i.e.   ˜ ν(x)=( ˜ ν1(x),...,˜ νm(x))T.
By using these functions, the extended inﬁnitesimal generator takes the form
L( ¯ P)  ˜ ν(x)=
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝
limε→0
˜ ν1(x)−P ˜ ν1(x)
ε
. . .
limε→0
˜ νm(x)−P ˜ νm(x)
ε
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝
Δ˜ ν1(x)
. . .
Δ˜ νm(x)
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
, (3.4)
which resembles the vector Laplacian in Cartesian coordinates, where the Laplace-
Beltrami operator replaces the standard Laplacian on each coordinate. In this
paper, we will show a diﬀerent extension for the diﬀusion operator that uses
the linear-projection operator to maintain the tangency of the vector ﬁelds on
which this extension operates. We will show that the inﬁnitesimal generator of
both extensions are equivalent.
4. Linear-projection diﬀusion
In this section, we extend the original diﬀusion operator (Eq. 3.1). This
extended operator is introduced in Deﬁnition 4.1, which uses both the scalar
values from Eq. 3.1, which can be seen as transition probabilities between points
on the manifold, and the linear-projection matrices between tangent spaces of
the manifold, which are deﬁned using the basis matrices from Eq. 2.1.
Deﬁnition 4.1 (LPD operator). Let   ν : M→￿d b eas m o o t ht a n g e n tv e c t o r
ﬁeld on M that assigns for each x ∈Mav e c t o r  ν(x) ∈ Tx(M) represented in
6the d local coordinates of Tx(M). A Linear-Projection Diﬀusion (LPD) operator
G operates on such vector ﬁelds in the following way:
G  ν(x)=
 
Gxy  ν(y)dy,
where Gxy  p(x,y)OT
x Oy, x,y ∈M .
The LPD operator in Deﬁnition 4.1 operates on tangent vector ﬁelds ex-
pressed in local coordinates (of the tangent spaces) and it results in tangent
vector ﬁelds as well. Proposition 4.1 shows that this operator is independent
of the global coordinates of the ambient space, i.e., it does not change under a
change of basis of the ambient space. This is intuitively reasonable since the
linear projections, which are used to deﬁne it, depend only on the relations
between tangent spaces (i.e., their local bases) of the manifold and the scalar
components from the diﬀusion operator (Eq. 3.1) depend only on distances be-
tween points on the manifold (and not on the coordinates used to express these
points).
Proposition 4.1. The LPD operator G is independent of the coordinates of the
ambient space.
Proof. Every change of basis in the ambient space ￿m is represented and deﬁned
by an orthogonal m×m matrix. Assume that B is such a matrix. Assume that
Ox, x ∈M , are the matrices from Eq. 2.1 expressed in the original basis. Then,
in the new basis (i.e., after a change was made), they are expressed by BOx,
x ∈M , thus, under the new basis we have
Gxy = p(x,y)(BOx)T(BOy)=p(x,y)OT
x BTBOy
= p(x,y)OT
x Oy x,y ∈M , (4.1)
where the d × d matrices Gxy are used in Deﬁnition 4.1 to represent the LPD
operator G. Therefore, the LPD operator G does not change under a change of
basis of the ambient space. In fact, it is expressed by the same matrices Gxy,
x,y ∈M , in every basis of the ambient space.
A symmetric Linear-Projection Diﬀusion (LPD) super-kernel was constructed
in [18] for a ﬁnite dataset of points sampled from an Euclidean submanifold. In
the ﬁnite case, this super-kernel was a block matrix, where each block was de-
ﬁned by the diﬀusion aﬃnities (see Eq. 3.2 in this paper) and linear-projection
matrices between the tangent spaces of the manifold. An extension of this con-
struction to the continuous case is given by the symmetric conjugate ˆ G of the
LPD operator. The continuous LPD super-kernel ˆ G is deﬁned by its operation
on the tangent vector ﬁeld   ν : M→￿d as ˆ G  ν(x)=
  ˆ Gxy  ν(y)dy,w h e r e
ˆ Gxy = a(x,y)OT
x Oy =
 
q(x)p(x,y)OT
x Oy
1
 
q(y)
=
 
q(x)Gxy
1
 
q(y)
x,y ∈M . (4.2)
7Therefore, the relation between the LPD operator G and the LPD super-kernel
ˆ G is similar to the one between the diﬀusion operator P (Eq. 3.1) and the
diﬀusion aﬃnity kernel A (Eq. 3.2).
While the eigen-decompositions of operators that operate on a vector ﬁelds
are not well-studied as the ones of operators that operate on scalar functions, in
the ﬁnite case these operators become block matrices and their eigen-decompositions
follow from these matrices. As a block matrix, the LPD super-kernel is positive
semi-deﬁnite and all its eigenvalues are between zero and one. Since the LPD
super-kernel is symmetric conjugate of the LPD operator, then, in the ﬁnite case,
the spectrum of the LPD operator is also between zero and one. Therefore, for
all practical purposes, the LPD operator, which is presented in this paper, can
be treated as positive semi-deﬁnite with all of its eigenvalues less than or equal
to one. The eigenvectors of the LPD operator and the LPD super-kernel are
related via conjugation in a manner similar to the relation between the original
diﬀusion operator and the aﬃnity kernel. The reader is referred to [5] for more
information about these relations in the original diﬀusion-maps case.
4.1. Inﬁnitesimal generator
This section is devoted to the inﬁnitesimal generator study of the LPD op-
erator presented in Deﬁnition 4.1. Theorem 4.2 shows that this inﬁnitesimal
generator is equivalent to that of the extended diﬀusion operator presented in
Section 3.1 (speciﬁcally, by Eq. 3.3). Corollary 4.3 uses this result to explain the
resulting operator in terms of vector-Laplacian operators on the tangent spaces
of the manifold.
Theorem 4.2. Let ¯ P be an extended diﬀusion operator (Eq. 3.3), G be a LPD
operator (Deﬁnition 4.1) and L( ¯ P) and L(G) be the inﬁnitesimal generators
of these operators. In addition, let   ν b eav e c t o rﬁ e l de x p r e s s e di nt h el o c a l
coordinates of the tangent spaces and let   ˜ ν be the same vector ﬁeld expressed in
global coordinates. Then,
L( ¯ P)  ˜ ν(x)=OxL(G)  ν(x) x ∈M ,
where the matrices Ox are deﬁned in Eq. 2.1, i.e., the inﬁnitesimal generators of
¯ P and G are equivalent, where ¯ P and G operate in global and in local coordinates,
respectively.
Proof. The inﬁnitesimal generator of ¯ P is L( ¯ P) = limε→0(I − ¯ P)/ε.L e tx ∈M
be an arbitrary point on the manifold, then
L( ¯ P)  ˜ ν(x) = lim
ε→0
  ˜ ν(x) − ¯ P  ˜ ν(x)
ε
, (4.3)
where, by deﬁnition, ¯ P  ˜ ν(x)=
    ˜ ν(y)p(x,y)dy.
Since the tangent space Tx(M) is a subspace of the ambient space ￿m,
every vector   ˜ ν(y) ∈ ￿m, y ∈M , can be expressed as the sum of a vector
on the subspace Tx(M) and by a orthogonal vector to it. In other words,
8for every y ∈M , we can deﬁne a vector   ˜ ν (y) ∈ Tx(M) (expressed in the
global coordinates of the ambient space) and a vector   ˜ ν⊥(y) ⊥ Tx(M) such that
  ˜ ν(y)=  ˜ ν (y)+  ˜ ν⊥(y). Therefore, Eq. 4.3 can be rewritten as
L( ¯ P)  ˜ ν(x) = lim
ε→0
  ˜ ν(x) −
 
(  ˜ ν (y)+  ˜ ν⊥(y))p(x,y)dy
ε
. (4.4)
Since Tx(M)i sad-dimensional subspace of ￿m,i t sb a s i so1
x,...,o d
x can be
treated as an orthonormal set of d vectors in ￿m. As such, this set can be
expanded with the m−d additional orthonormal vectors b1
x,...,b m−d
x ⊥ Tx(M)
to form a basis for ￿m. Every vector in ￿m can be expressed by m coordinates
c1,...,c m ∈ ￿ where c1,...,c d correspond to o1
x,...,o d
x and cd+1,...,c m corre-
spond to b1
x,...,b m−d
x . Thus, a vector in Tx(M)h a scd+1 = cd+2 ...= cm =0 ,
while a vector orthogonal to Tx(M)h a sc1 = c2 ...= cd =0 .F r o mh e r eo nw e
will assume w.l.o.g. that these coordinates are the global coordinates used to
express the vectors in the ambient space.
According to the presented coordinate system, the vectors of   ˜ ν take the form
  ˜ ν =
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝
˜ ν1(y)
. . .
˜ νd(y)
˜ νd+1(y)
. . .
˜ νm(y)
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝
˜ ν1(y)
. . .
˜ νd(y)
0
. . .
0
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
+
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝
0
. . .
0
˜ νd+1(y)
. . .
˜ νm(y)
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
=   ˜ ν (y)+  ˜ ν⊥(y) y ∈M ,
where ˜ ν1,...,˜ νm are the coordinate functions of the vector ﬁeld   ˜ ν according to
this system. Thus, we get
 
  ˜ ν⊥(y)p(x,y)dy =
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝
0
. . .
0  
˜ νd+1(y)p(x,y)dy
. . .  
˜ νm(y)p(x,y)dy
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
. (4.5)
Let us examine one of the nonzero coordinates in the vector ξ ∈{ d+1,...,m}
(Eq. 4.5). The function ˜ νξ is a scalar function. Thus, the results shown in [5]
can be applied to it. Speciﬁcally, the integration
 
˜ νξ(y)p(x,y)dy over the entire
manifold can be approximated
 
 y−x <ε ˜ νξ(y)p(x,y)dy on an open ball of radius
ε around x on the manifold (i.e., the distance  y − x  is a geodesic distance).
Also, for a small enough ε,a l lt h ep o i n t si nt h i sb a l la r ei nt h es a m ec o o r d i n a t e
neighborhood, where their coordinates can be expressed by the d orthogonal
geodesics s1,...,s d that meet at x.E v e r y p o i n t y ∈Min this ball (i.e.,
 y − x  <εin terms of geodesic distances) can be represented by a vector
9  sy =( s
y
1,...,s
y
d) such that    sy  <ε . By using this representation, we can
apply Taylor expansion in this ball to the function ˜ νξ to get
˜ νξ(y)=˜ νξ(x)+
d  
j=1
∂˜ νξ
∂sj
s
y
j +
d  
i=1
d  
j=1
∂2˜ νξ
∂si∂sj
s
y
is
y
j + ...  sy  <ε ,y∈M .
(4.6)
Since   ˜ ν(x) ∈ Tx(M), the orthogonal component   ˜ ν⊥(x) is zero, thus ˜ νξ(x)=0
and this term is canceled in Eq. 4.6.
We combine the above arguments to get
 
˜ νξ(y)p(x,y)dy ≈
d  
j=1
∂˜ νξ
∂jsj
 
s
y
jp(x,y)dy +
d  
i=1
d  
j=1
∂2˜ νξ
∂si∂sj
 
s
y
is
y
jp(x,y)dy,
and by canceling odd terms we get
 
˜ νξ(y)p(x,y)dy ≈
d  
i=1
∂2˜ νξ
∂s2
i
 
(s
y
i)2p(x,y)dy.
According to [5], the approximation error of this calculation is of order ε2,o r
higher powers of ε, for a small enough meta-parameter 1 >ε>0. In addition,
since the integration can be taken to be within an open ball of radius ε,w ec a n
have (s
y
i)2 <ε 2, thus, for a small 1 >ε>0,
 
 
 
 
 
˜ νξ(y)p(x,y)dy
ε
 
 
 
  ≤
 
 
 
 
ε2γ
ε
 
 
 
  = |εγ|, (4.7)
where γ is the sum
 d
i=1
∂
2˜ νξ
∂is2
i
, which is a suitable constant coeﬃcient for bound-
ing the approximation error.
Combining Eqs. 4.5 and 4.7 we get
 
 
 
 
 
    ˜ ν⊥(y)p(x,y)dy
ε
 
 
 
 
 
≤
√
m − d ·| εγ|.
Thus, when ε → 0, the length of the vector
    ˜ ν⊥(y)p(x,y)dy/ε becomes zero.
Therefore, by using Eq. 4.4 we get
L( ¯ P)  ˜ ν(x) = lim
ε→0
  ˜ ν(x) −
    ˜ ν (y)p(x,y)dy
ε
+
    ˜ ν⊥(y)p(x,y)dy
ε
= lim
ε→0
  ˜ ν(x) −
    ˜ ν (y)p(x,y)dy
ε
. (4.8)
Finally, we notice that for y ∈M , the vector   ˜ ν (y)i si nf a c tt h ep r o j e c t i o n
of   ˜ ν(y)o nTx(M) expressed in the global coordinates of the ambient space,
which is given by the matrix OxOT
x . Also, the relation between   ν and   ˜ ν,w h i c h
10expresses the same vector ﬁeld in local and global coordinates respectively, is
given by   ˜ ν(y)=Oy  ν(y) for every y ∈M . Therefore, we have
L( ¯ P)  ˜ ν(x) = lim
ε→0
  ˜ ν(x) −
    ˜ ν (y)p(x,y)dy
ε
= lim
ε→0
Ox  ν(x) −
 
OxOT
x Oy  ν(y)p(x,y)dy
ε
= Ox lim
ε→0
  ν(x) − G  ν(x)
ε
= L(G)  ν(x),
and since x ∈Mwas chosen arbitrarily, the equality is satisﬁed at every point
on the manifold and the theorem is proved.
Intuitively, the inﬁnitesimal generator of an operator such as ¯ P or G consid-
ers the eﬀects of the operator on the values of vector ﬁelds (i.e., vector-valued
functions) in inﬁnitesimal neighborhoods on the manifold. In the case of ¯ P,t h e
ambient directions of the vectors are not changed by the operator and the mea-
sured eﬀects are determined by the scalar aﬃnities (i.e., transition probabilities).
The LPD operator G, however, also projects the vectors on the corresponding
tangent spaces of the manifold so the vector ﬁeld remains tangent to it. Thus,
i nt h ec a s eo fG, the measured eﬀects are determined by both the scalar aﬃni-
ties (i.e., transition probabilities) and the curvatures of the manifold, which are
intuitively manifested as the angles between its tangent spaces in the consid-
ered area. Thus, the diﬀerence between the two inﬁnitesimal generators comes
from the curvature component in the latter case. However, as the proof of
Theorem 4.2 shows, when only an inﬁnitesimal area is considered, the manifold
converges to its locally-linear nature and the distances (i.e., angles) between the
tangent spaces of the manifold diminish and converge to zero.
This result also gives an insight into the role of the scaling meta-parameter ε
in the LPD construction. In scalar diﬀusion maps (and in the extended diﬀusion
operator ¯ P) it controls the sizes of the considered neighborhoods. In the LPD
operator, it controls both these sizes and the eﬀects of the curvatures that are
taken in consideration. Smaller sizes of ε consider smaller neighborhoods and
less eﬀect of the curvatures, and when ε → 0, neighborhoods converge to single
points and the eﬀects of the curvatures are canceled.
Theorem 4.2 shows that the LPD operator G maintains the same inﬁnites-
imal generator as the extended diﬀusion operator ¯ P while operating in local
coordinates instead of global ones. This result shows that the LPD construction
maintains, to some degree, the inﬁnitesimal behavior (or nature) of the original
diﬀusion operator and of the extended one. In the scalar case, the inﬁnitesi-
mal generator of the diﬀusion operator can be expressed by Laplace operators
(speciﬁcally, the graph Laplacian and the Laplace-Beltrami operator on mani-
folds). Corollary 4.3 utilizes the relation shown in Theorem 4.2 to provide an
expression for the resulting inﬁnitesimal generator using the vector-Laplacian,
which extends the Laplacian from scalar functions to vector ﬁelds.
11Corollary 4.3. Let G be the LPD operator with the inﬁnitesimal generator
L(G).L e t   ν be a tangent vector ﬁeld expressed by the local coordinates of the
tangent spaces of the manifold M.T h e n ,
L(G)  ν(x)=¯ Δ(projx  ν)(x) x ∈M ,
where the operator projx projects a vector ﬁeld on the tangent space Tx(M),
and ¯ Δ is the vector-Laplacian on this tangent space.
Proof. Let x ∈Mbe an arbitrary point on the manifold and let   ˜ ν expresses the
tangent vector ﬁeld   ν by the ambient coordinates resulting from expanding the
basis o1
x,...,o d
x of the tangent space Tx(M) with additional m−d orthonormal
vectors, as was explained in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let ˜ ν1,...,˜ νm be the
coordinate functions of   ˜ ν, where the ﬁrst d vectors correspond to o1
x,...,o d
x and
the rest correspond to the other m−d vectors, which are orthogonal to Tx(M).
The projection of the vector ﬁeld on Tx(M) can now be written as
projx  ν(y)=( ˜ ν1(y),...,˜ νd(y))T y ∈M . (4.9)
According to Theorem 4.2, we have
OT
x L( ¯ P)  ˜ ν(x)=OT
x OxL(G)  ˜ ν(x)=L(G)  ˜ ν(x)
and by using Eq. 3.4 we get
L(G)  ˜ ν(x)=( Δ ˜ ν1(x),...,Δ˜ νd(x))T, (4.10)
where Δ is regarded as the Laplace-Beltrami operator (at x) on the manifold
or, equivalently, the Laplacian in a small open set on Tx(M) around x whose
points are related to those on the manifold via the exponential map. Using the
second interpretation and by recalling Eq. 4.9, the right-hand side expression in
Eq. 4.10 is in fact the vector-Laplacian (in Cartesian coordinates of Tx(M)) at
x of the projection of the vector ﬁeld   ν on the tangent space Tx(M), as stated
in the corollary.
4.2. Stochastic diﬀusion process
In this section, we deﬁne the Brownian motion (BM) on a d-dimensional
manifold in ￿m, d   m.L e t˜ u : ￿ →M⊆￿m be a stochastic process on
the manifold M, such that at time t0 the process is at x =˜ u(t0) ∈M .T h e
d-dimensional manifold is deﬁned locally at each point x ∈M .L e t˜ U ⊂Mbe
a suﬃciently small open set around x deﬁned as ˜ U = {z ∈M |   x − z  <ζ }
for a small ζ.W ec a nc h o o s eζ to be suﬃciently small such that all the points
in ˜ U have the same coordinate neighborhood in M, and furthermore we can
set it so that the coordinates in ˜ U are given by the bijective exponential map
expx : U → ˜ U,w h e r eU ⊆ Tx(M) is the projection of ˜ U on the tangent space
Tx(M) (see Fig. 4.1). Let Δt ∈ ￿ be suﬃciently small such that almost surely
˜ u(t) ∈ ˜ U for every t ∈ (t0 − Δt,t0 +Δ t). Therefore, the stochastic process can
be expressed, in the time segment TΔt(t0)=( t0 − Δt,t0 +Δ t), by the local
12coordinates of U, i.e., we deﬁne the process u : TΔt(t0) → U such that for each
t ∈T Δt(t0), it satisﬁes expx(u(t)) = ˜ u(t).
We deﬁne the Brownian trajectories of the local process u (and thus its
global version ˜ u)b y
u(t0 + τ)  u(t0)+Δ u(τ) ∈ Tx(M) |τ| < Δt, (4.11)
where the transition vector Δu ∈ Tx(M)i sd-dimensional stochastic vector
given by
Δu(τ)  BΔw |τ| < Δt, (4.12)
where Δw ∼N(0,τI) is a vector of d i.i.d. normal zero-mean random variables
with variance τ,a n dB is a d×d diﬀusion coeﬃcients matrix. To stay on TxM,
the vector Δu(τ) has to satisfy the orthogonality condition  Δu(τ),  n(x)  =0
where   n(x)i st h em-dimensional unit normal to Tx(M).
The global process ˜ u can be discretized by setting a time unit ¯ τ<Δt
and expressing the transition probabilities from x =˜ u(t0) to each possible
y =˜ u(t0 +¯ τ) by a probability distribution function px : M→[0,1]. According
to our choice of Δt,a l m o s ts u r e l y˜ u(t0 +¯ τ) ∈ ˜ U and therefore, since there is a
bijection between U and ˜ U (i.e., the exponential map expx), a restriction of px
to ˜ U should yield the transition probabilities of the local process u. In fact, the
row-stochastic diﬀusion operator P (Eq. 3.1), with a suitable meta-parameter
ε, deﬁnes such probability distributions by setting px(·)=p(x,·) [5, 13].
The processes u and ˜ u represent transitions between points on the mani-
fold. However, while the Brownian trajectories deﬁned by ˜ u give points on the
manifold itself, the points on Brownian trajectories deﬁned by u are just ap-
proximations that lie on the tangent Tx(M) (see Fig. 4.1). The exponential map
expx “raises” these approximations to lie on the manifold, thus providing the
bijective relation between the local process u and the global process ˜ u.I tw a s
shown in [5] that in a suﬃciently small neighborhood around x, all quantities
concerning the diﬀusion operator in Eq. 3.1, and the resulting diﬀusion process,
can be expressed in terms of the tangent space Tx(M). This representation
entails an inﬁnitesimal approximation error that is canceled when the process
˜ U
U
(a) The set ˜ U ⊂Mand its pro-
jection U ⊂ Tx(M) on the tangent
space of the manifold x ∈M .
M y
Tx(M)
x y 
(b) The exponential map expx maps the points y ∈
˜ U ⊂Mand y  ∈ U ⊂ Tx(M)t oe a c ho t h e r .
Figure 4.1: An illustration of an open set ˜ U ⊆Maround x ∈M , its projection U ⊆ Tx(M)
on the tangent space Tx(M), and the exponential map expx, which maps each point y ∈ ˜ U
on the manifold to y  ∈ U on the tangent space Tx(M).
13becomes continuous in the limit ¯ τ → 0( ε → 0 in terms of the diﬀusion operator).
This result justiﬁes our deﬁnition of the process ˜ u via its local approximation
u.
Further justiﬁcation comes from examining the diﬀerence between the point
y =˜ u(t1) and its tangential approximation y  = u(t1), t1 = t0 +¯ τ.S i n c e
x,y  ∈ Tx(M), we have y  − x ∈ Tx(M), and since y − y  =( y − x) − (y  − x)
we get that
y = y  + ρ  n(x), (4.13)
where   n(x) ∈ ￿m is the normal of Tx(M) (as a subspace of ￿m). Since the
diﬀerence is in a direction orthogonal to the tangent space Tx(M), it is bounded
by the distance between x and y, and by the angle θ between the tangent space
Tx(M) and the vector y − x, which goes from x to y. The distance between x
and y is bound by the radius ζ of ˜ U, which can be chosen to be as inﬁnitesimally
small (as long as Δt is set accordingly). Also, as y gets inﬁnitesimally close to
x, the angle between the vector y − x and the tangent Tx(M) vanishes, where
the rate of the decrement is given by the curvature of the manifold M around x.
Therefore, both error terms are canceled when the process becomes continuous
(i.e., by taking ζ → 0, Δt → 0a n d¯ τ → 0).
Equation 4.13 has d + 1 unknowns: the d local coordinates of u(t1)a n dρ,
which is the Euclidean distance from y  ∈ Tx(M)t oy ∈M- see Fig. 4.1. To
solve the system (4.13), we linearize it locally by setting u(t0 +¯ τ)=u(t0)+Δu
and expanding everything to leading order in ¯ τ. We obtain
˜ u(t0)+
∂˜ u
∂u
 
 
 
 
u=u(t0)
Δu + ρ  n(x)=y + O(Δu2)+O(ρΔu),
and by using Eqs. 4.11 and 4.12, we get
∂˜ u
∂u
 
 
 
 
u=u(t0)
Δu + ρ  n(x)=BΔw + O(Δu2)+O(ρΔu). (4.14)
The system (4.14) consists of m linear equations for the d +1u n k n o w n sΔ u
and ρ.T h et e r mρ  n(x) can be dropped, because ρ  | Δ˜ u(t1)|.F o rm = d +1
the Euler scheme for the BM on M becomes
u(t +¯ τ)=u(t0)+
 
∂˜ u
∂u
 −1
BΔw. (4.15)
In the limit ¯ τ → 0, ˜ u(t1) converges in the usual way to a continuous trajectory
on M. The PDF of ˜ u(t1) satisﬁes the Laplace-Beltrami equation [5, 13] on M.
In addition to the processes deﬁned by u and ˜ u, which govern the movement
from one point to another on the manifold M, we deﬁne the vector functions
  v : TΔt(t0) → Tx(M)a n d  ˜ v : ￿ → ￿d that deﬁne the propagation of a vector
along the route determined by the diﬀusion process. Let   vx =   v(t0) ∈ Tx(M)b e
a tangent vector attached to the diﬀusion process at x in time t0. In the discrete
case, when the diﬀusion advances from time t0 to time t1 = t0 +¯ τ,i tg o e sf r o m
14x = u(t0) (since the tangential point x is on both M and Tx(M)) to y  = u(t1).
Since this step is done entirely in the tangent space Tx(M), we can propagate
the vector   v(t0)t o  v(t1)=  v(t0) without change, and thus we attach the same
vector   vx =   vy ∈ Tx(M)t ot h ep o i n ty  ∈ Tx(M). However, when we move back
to the manifold using the exponential map to get y =˜ u(t1)=e x p x(y ) ∈M ,
this vector cannot be directly propagated as-is to y ∈Msince   vy / ∈ Ty(M)
(unless the manifold is ﬂat). To deal with this problem, we use the linear
projection operator OT
y Ox and deﬁne   ˜ vy =   ˜ v(t1)=OT
y Ox  v(t1). Thus, at time
t1, the vector   ˜ v(t1) consists of d-coordinates that represent the closest vector in
Ty(M)t o  v(t1).
The linear projection, which is used to transform the vector  vy to  ˜ vy,d o e sn o t
preserve the length of the vector. In fact, the resulting vector becomes shorter.
Eventually, at t →∞ , the vectors, which were propagated by this discrete
process, will converge to 0. However, this is only a property of the discretization
and not of the continuous case. Since   ˜ vy is the projection of   vy on Ty(M),
then
 
 
   ˜ vy
 
 
  =    vy cosθ,w h e r eθ is the angle between   vy and Ty(M). Also, θ
is bounded from above by the angle between the tangent spaces Tx(M)a n d
Ty(M). Therefore, smaller angles between tangent spaces yield less decrement
of the length by the projection. In the continuous case, we can take y to be
inﬁnitesimally close to x. Therefore, the angle between their tangent spaces
Tx(M)a n dTy(M) gets inﬁnitesimally small (where the rate of the decrement
is given by the curvature of the manifold M), thus, θ → 0a n d
 
 
   ˜ vy
 
 
  →    vy .
The discussion presented in this section is summarized in Proposition 4.4.
The proof is straight forward from this discussion. The transitions performed
vx x
y 
y
vy
x → y  ∈ Tx(M)
y =e x p x(y ) ∈M
vy = OT
y Oxvx
Tx(M)
Ty(M)
M
Figure 4.2: The “jump” of the LPD discrete process goes from time t0 to time t1 = t0 +¯ τ.
The jump starts with a vector vx ∈ Tx(M) that is attached to the manifold at x ∈M . First,
ap o i n ty  ∈ Tx(M) is chosen according to the transition probabilities of the diﬀusion operator
P (Eq. 3.1). Then, the exponential map is used to translate this point to a point y ∈Mon
the manifold. Finally, the vector vx ∈ Tx(M) is projected to vy ∈ Ty(M) and attached to
the manifold at y ∈M .
15by the process described in this section and in Proposition 4.4, are illustrated
in Fig. 4.2.
Proposition 4.4. Let G be a LPD operator with a suﬃciently small ε such that
if x,y ∈Mare not in the same neighborhood then p(x,y) ≈ 0 with inﬁnitesi-
mal approximation error. The operator G is a transition operator of a discrete
stochastic process that propagates vectors along the manifold. Each d × d block
Gxy = p(x,y)OT
x Oy describes a transition from the tangent vector vx ∈ Tx(M)
based at x ∈Mto the vector vy ∈ Ty(M) based at y ∈M . This discrete
transition is done by the following steps:
1. A destination point y ∈Mis randomly chosen with probability p(x,y);
2. The direction and the length of the transition are represented by a vector
  ux→y ∈ Tx(M) from x to the projection of y on Tx(M);
3. The vector   ux→y and the exponential map around x are used to perform
the transition to
y =e x p x(x +   ux→y)=x +   ux→y + ρ  n(x) ,
where   n(x) is the normal of Tx(M) in ￿m and ρ ∈ ￿ is the distance of
the projection from the manifold;
4. The vector vx (treated as a column vector) is projected on Ty(M) to get
vT
y = vT
x OT
x Oy,t h u s
vy = vx − η  n(y) ,
where   n(y) is the normal of Ty(M) in ￿m and η ∈ ￿ is determined by
the length of vx and the angle it makes with Ty(M);
5. The transition ends with the achieved tangent vector vy ∈ Ty(M) at y ∈
M.
As the process becomes continuous, ε → 0, ρ → 0 and η → 0, thus the process
remains on the manifold.
4.3. Linear-projection diﬀusion process demonstration
To demonstrate the stochastic process described in section 4.2, we imple-
mented it on a two-dimensional paraboloid lying in a three dimensional Eu-
clidean ambient space. We sampled 8101 points from the paraboloid deﬁned
by the equation z3 =( z1/4)2 +( z2/4)2 for z =( z1,z 2,z 3) ∈ ￿3. We will re-
fer to this paraboloid from now on as the manifold and denote it M.A s s u m e
x =( 0 ,0,0) ∈Mand the vector (1,1,0) is tangent to the paraboloid M at
the origin x. We will demonstrate the local and the global processes deﬁned in
Section 4.2 by propagating this vector from x using the stochastic transitions
of these processes along the points that were sampled from the paraboloid.
In this case, the parametrization of the manifold is known, therefore there
is no need to approximate the (known) tangent spaces of the manifold. We set
the basis of the tangent space at x to be the vectors (1,0,0) and (0,1,0). The
bases at every other point were set via parallel transport, which is computed
using the known parameterization of the paraboloid, of the basis at x to each
16of the 8100 other sampled point. Once the bases of the tangent spaces were
calculated we constructed the matrices Oy for every samples y ∈Musing
Eq. 2.1. Finally, we computed the diﬀusion operator (Eq. 3.1) and constructed
the LPD operator from Deﬁnition 4.1. We use the constructed operator to
perform the LPD process transitions and propagate the vector we set at x on
the resulting trajectories. The stochastic nature of a single transition will be
demonstrated ﬁrst, and then the resulting trajectories will be demonstrated.
In order to show the stochastic nature of a single transition, we performed
100 iterations that perform a single transition of the LPD process from x.T h e
LPD transition, which was explained in details in section 4.2, consists of two
main phases. First, a transition of the local process u is performed on the
tangent space Tx(M). Then, the resulting point and its vector are projected on
the manifold to show the transition of the global process ˜ u. The results from
the iterations of the local transitions of u are presented in Fig. 4.3. The ones
from the global LPD transitions of ˜ u are presented in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. These
results demonstrate the locality of the transition, as well as its similarity to
Brownian transitions over points on the manifold. Also, the vectors attached
to the points on the manifold have similar magnitudes and directions while still
remaining tangent to the manifold.
After a single transition was demonstrated, we perform several iterations
Figure 4.3: The results from performing 100 independent iterations of a single transition of
the local process deﬁned by u and   v (see Section 4.2) from x ∈M(in red), with a tangent
vector (1,1) in local coordinates of the tangent space Tx(M). The starting point x is marked
in red and the destinations of the transitions are marked in blue.
17Figure 4.4: The results from performing 100 independent iterations of a single transition of
the LPD process deﬁned by ˜ u and   ˜ v (see Section 4.2) starting at x ∈Mwith a tangent vector
(1,1) in local coordinates of the tangent space Tx(M). The points in the area around x on
the paraboloid M are presented. The starting point x is marked in orange, the destinations
of the transitions are marked in red, and other points in this area are marked in blue.
that generate a trajectory of the LPD process over the manifold. We will demon-
strate two trajectories that were generated by this process. For this demonstra-
tion, we will only show the ﬁrst 10 transitions of each trajectory. Figure 4.6
shows these two trajectories on the manifold. Additional perspectives of the ﬁrst
trajectory are shown in Fig. 4.8 and the second one in Fig. 4.9. The vectors are
propagated over the diﬀusion trajectory and they maintain similar directions
and magnitude while remaining tangent to the manifold at their corresponding
points. To see this more clearly, we projected each of the trajectories on the
initial tangent space Tx(M) at the starting point x. The projected trajectories
are shown in Fig. 4.7.
The LPD operator in [18], which generates the demonstrated stochastic pro-
cess, was utilized for two data-analysis tasks. Speciﬁcally, it was utilized for clas-
siﬁcation of breast tissue impedance measurements to detect cancerous growth
and for image segmentation. The latter application showed that various time-
scales of the diﬀusion process provide diﬀerent resolutions of the segmentation
based on color shades and light levels. We refer the reader to [18] for more infor-
mation on the implementation and on the applicative results of the LPD-based
data analysis.
5. Conclusion
The paper enhances the properties of the linear-projection diﬀusion (LPD)
super-kernels in [18] two-folds:
18(a) The area around x as seen in the ambient space.
(b) The area around x is magniﬁed here to see the directions of the tangent
vectors
Figure 4.5: Two additional perspectives of the transitions shown in Fig. 4.4
19(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Two independent trajectories of the LPD process deﬁned by ˜ u and   ˜ v (see Sec-
tion 4.2) starting at x ∈Mwith the tangent vector (1,1) in local coordinates of the tangent
space Tx(M). The starting point x is marked in orange.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: The projection of the trajectories in Fig. 4.6 on the tangent space Tx(M)a tt h e
starting point x ∈Mof these trajectories. The starting point x is marked in orange.
1. We showed that the inﬁnitesimal generator of the LPD super-kernel con-
verges to a natural extension of the original diﬀusion operator from scalar
functions to vector ﬁelds. This operator was shown to be locally equiv-
alent to a composition of linear projections between tangent spaces and
the vector-Laplacians on them.
2. We introduced the stochastic process deﬁned by the LPD super-kernels
and demonstrated it on a synthetic manifold.
Future research plans include: utilization of the presented LPD super-kernels
methodology to provide out-of-sample extension, adapting large kernel-based
methods to computing environments with limited resources by applying the
patch-based methodologies that were described in [18] and in this paper while
processing real massive datasets.
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20(a) The trajectory on the paraboloid as seen in the ambient space.
(b) The area containing the trajectory is magniﬁed here to show the propa-
gation of the tangent vectors more clearly.
Figure 4.8: Additional perspectives of the trajectory shown in Fig. 4.6(a).
21(a) The trajectory on the paraboloid as seen in the ambient space.
(b) The area containing the trajectory is magniﬁed here
to see the propagation of the tangent vectors more clearly.
Figure 4.9: Additional perspectives of the trajectory shown in Fig. 4.6(b).
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